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CH&Co. Market Insight on EAM

Close to 2,400 External Asset Managers (EAMs)

have registered with FINMA at the beginning of

summer 2020, accounting for a total of nearly CHF

300 billion of assets under management. Up until

now relatively unregulated compared to other

financial actors, this sector is on the verge of

undertaking a profound change both at a structural

and service model level.

EAMs have been enjoying a great deal of freedom

in terms of domiciliation of client's accounts. Since

the 2008 crisis and more recently the end of

banking secrecy in Switzerland, clients have been

asking EAMs to diversify their "booking centers".

Unlike a relatively small Swiss private bank that will

not have the means to establish a worldwide

network (or will have to use a competing

custodian), EAMs have flexibility in their choice of

custodian to meet the multiple requirements of

clients.

The regulation of the EAM industry will be a

decisive factor towards the emergence of large,

organized structures comparable to those of a

private bank. EAMs will all have to adapt to new

regulatory requirements as well as to the

expectations of a clientele that is increasingly

sensitive to service quality, efficiency and

transparency with regard to the structure of costs

linked to their investments, with the risk of loosing

the agility and proximity that has long been their

core differentiating factors.
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AN ARCHITECTURE SUPPORTING

API DEVELOPMENT AND

CONNECTIVITY TO THIRD PARTY

SOLUTIONS

In an effort to assert their independence from

banks and distance themselves from their

technological development strategy, a vast

majority of EAMs now use Portfolio Management

System solutions developed by EAMtech

companies.

However, the number of custodian EAMs are on

business with averages around 15 (up to 30 in

certain cases) and the diversity in terms of data

flows’ structure, quality and stability sent by the

banks often requires a significant integration

workload.

One of the major pain points raised throughout the

interviews we conducted with the EAMs pointed

towards the quality inconsistency of the data flows

requiring the intervention of full-time resources to

process and integrate them into their PMS

platform.

The lack of stability and poor granularity of the data
flows sent to our PMS by the bank had become a
liability in the exercise of our day-to-day activity.

After several years of collaboration with a bank we
decided to end our business relationship and close all
our accounts that we had deposited with them.

“

”EAMs are looking for custodian banks guaranteeing

optimal data stability, the endgame being having

the capacity of executing their orders end-to-end

from their PMS and dispatching them to their

custodians without having to connect to the

various eBanking platforms.

Despite a clear willingness from custodian banks to

conclude partnerships with key third-party solution

providers and open their data architecture, our

research has highlighted a reality which remains far

from EAMs’ expectations. The vast majority of

custodian banks imposes to book orders through

the eBanking platforms.

COMPLIANCE AT THE HEART OF

THE EAM REORGANIZATION

Increasing regulatory pressure and the need for

EAMs to change their organizational structure to

ensure that they are in line with the new standards

dictated by FINMA are pushing them to approach

the Compliance topic from two angles.

Large structures benefit from their own internal

compliance teams in the same way as a traditional

bank would and do not require any external

intervention.

Others, often smaller structures, use compliance

consulting firms and completely outsource the

compliance function for organizational and cost

optimization considerations. These fast-growing

companies are now developing cutting-edge

solutions to simplify the process of collecting and

monitoring KYC data.

Such companies have developed in collaboration

with EAMs and custodian banks a platform aimed at

reducing the workload related to the KYC process

while facilitating the exchange of information and

documents between EAMs and custodian banks in

real time in a secure environment based on the

Blockchain technology.

EXTERNAL ASSET MANAGERS IN SWITZERLAND, A SECTOR UNDERGOING 

RAPID CHANGES



Legal entity

delays

Individual

delays

Low 1 week 24h

Average 2 weeks 1 week

High 4-5 weeks 3 weeks
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DIGITALIZATION OF

ONBOARDING, HEADING

TOWARDS A SMOOTHER AND

STREAMLINED ACCOUNT

OPENING PROCESS

The EAMs’ clientele, rejuvenating after each

successive generation, is becoming increasingly

appealed by the digitalization of all the services

they consume and is likely less inclined to tolerate

the heavy administrative burden involved in the

account opening process.

Digitalization and streamlining of the onboarding of

a new client has become a strategic commercial

argument for banks now advertising account

opening deadlines under a week and in certain

cases within 24 hours (Swiss individuals with Swiss

residence).

EAMs broadly agree that the efficiency of the

account opening, the simplification of the KYC

process and the reduction of back-and-forths

between clients and the bank are crucial arguments

in their choice of custodian banks.

Doing it right in the first place is key for a bank

knowing that a clear trend among EAMs leans

towards reducing the number of custodians they

are dealing with, motivated by the argument of a

rationalization of costs and simplification of

portfolio consolidation for reporting purposes.

In recent years, major players in the Geneva

financial center have dedicated a significant

portion of their budgets to projects aimed at

adapting their operational organization and IT

architecture with the underlying objective of

coping with regulatory changes and taking into

account their clients' new business expectations.

A SMOOTH CLIENT ONBOARDING

PROCESS, THE OPPORTUNITY TO

MAKE THE RIGHT FIRST

IMPRESSION

The account opening process can at times be a

frustrating experience for EAMs and their end

clients. Recognizing this situation and mindful of

the importance of making a first good impression at

the beginning of the client relationship, banks have

undertaken some major modernization initiatives.

We are observing a significant effort on the banks'

side in the rationalization of the onboarding pack

and the complete digitalization of forms. As a

result, some banks have managed to significantly

reduce the number of forms and signatures

required to open an account. From over 30

signatures down to less than 10 in certain cases.

However, we noted that the rationalization of Tax

forms (notably FATCA and QI) and the reduction of

corresponding signatures are more marginal as

they are more complex and not directly under the

banks’ responsibility.

The COVID-19 situation has clearly shown the

necessity of a total digitalization of the onboarding

process via the implementation of e-signature and

digital workflow technologies. These measures are

essential in order to reduce the account opening

time and administrative back-and-forths, bringing

EAMs and RMs (custodian bank’s side) back to the

center of the client relationship.

CUSTODIAN SERVICE OFFERING: A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF SERVICES

SUPPORTING A CLOSE PARTNERSHIP WITH EXTERNAL ASSET MANAGERS

Account Opening Delays



EAM forms
Legal entity

forms

Individual

forms

Nbr. 

signatures

Low 4 6 8 4

Avg 13 15 14 16

High 15+ 20+ 20+ 30+
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MISSING OUT ON A

TECHNOLOGICAL SHIFT, A

SERIOUS COMPETITIVE

DISADVANTAGE

The swiftness of the onboarding process and KYC

optimization, established today as a real selling

point, depends on key technological aspects. The

use of digital onboarding solutions coupled with

electronic signatures and digital workflow

technologies are becoming the standard norm.

Increased operational costs and the potential loss

of clients are the consequences of a late start to

digital transition compared to other competing

banks. Indeed, based on our own experience, a

digitalized onboarding process implemented

properly increases the RFT (Right First Time) rate to

over 90%, decreases onboarding delays below 24h

and enables to generate a new onboarding package

in only 15 minutes. Missing out on opportunities to

support EAMs during these crucial steps could

result in losing them.

In addition, custodians, by not opening their

infrastructures to third-party solutions and thus not

allowing EAMs to centralize their flows on a single

platform, face the risk of losing them for banks

pursuing a strategy of collaboration with those

providers.

Lastly, with an increasing regulatory framework,

third-party regulatory players have greatly helped

in ensuring a proper compliance due diligence and

reducing risks for both EAMs and custodians while

onboarding new clients.

EAMs CRITERIA WHEN CHOOSING

A CUSTODIAN

Through our interviews with EAMs, we were able to

uncover a set of criteria that stood out when

selecting a custodian bank.

The first criterion is the speed and efficiency of the

client Onboarding process. Indeed, EAMs are eager

to minimize account opening delays and simplify

the KYC process in order to increase efficiency and

deliver high-quality services to their clients.

Additionally, the custodians’ ability to ensure an

end-to-end ordering process is crucial. Since EAMs

invest in PMS platforms, they want to be granted

end-to-end trading execution from their custodians

and benefit from stable, qualitative and safe data

flows from the latter.

Direct access to global markets (e.g. APAC, EU and

US hours) is now a service included in most of

custodians’ offering in order to provide EAMs with

an international coverage.

Finally, custodians will have to position themselves

as services providers and not only as operations

processors. Some areas of value-added services

they could provide include Regulatory & Tax

consulting, Training services on products &

systems, the access to Private Banking research &

investment, advisory on Wealth structuring &

planning, and lastly, access to Private label funds.

Onboarding Pack Rationalization
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DATA ARCHITECTURE : OPEN AND

COLLABORATIVE STRATEGY

Banks have invested heavily in the development of

digital platforms (eBanking) for their private clients

and have also made their platforms available to

EAMs.

However, the evolution of the regulatory landscape

and the willingness of EAMs to defend their

independence from banks have pushed the latter

to revise their IT development strategy.

Custodian banks in Switzerland have globally

adopted two distinct strategies depending on their

corporate policy and risk appetite.

The first strategy involves the close collaboration

with the EAMs with regard to their medium, long

term technological development vision. Thus, some

banks have allocated substantial budgets to the

EAM segment, organized conferences and

workshops to co-design a common vision of the

Bank's future.

Other banks have shifted toward a second strategy,

which limits new technology investments dedicated

to EAMs. Such banks have been opening their data

infrastructures to companies developing

specialized third-party solutions for EAMs. This

strategy is justified by a choice of cost

rationalization, but most and foremost by the

banks' reluctance to bear responsibility for the data

quality (Suitability and Appropriateness) of EAMs'

end clients vis-à-vis FINMA.

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS: ARCHITECTURAL AND

TECHNICAL COMPLEXITY

Portfolio Management Systems (PMS) are an

essential tool in the digital era, not only for EAMs,

but also for wealth and fund managers in general.

In essence, they encompass many core

functionalities for Financial processes, Regulatory

requirements, Calculations & Analysis and

Customer service.

In Switzerland, Open Banking frameworks tend to

be organized as a market-driven partnership with

no clear rules on data-sharing, meaning that

automated access to interfaces is at the discretion

of the concerned bank.

Usually, cloud-based Application Programming

Interfaces (API) enable the exchange of data flows

between the bank’s system and external third-

parties.

To allow for a greater flexibility and connectivity,

Open Architecture becomes the new norm within

PMS. It allows the processing of inbound files in

various formats while offering the possibility to

send data to external systems.

• Close collaboration with 
EAMs on medium, long 
term IT developments

• Common vision of the 
bank’s future

• Dependency of EAMs vis-
à-vis the bank's platform

• Limited IT investments 
towards EAMs

• Open data architecture 
to Third-Party IT 
solutions (PMS)

• Limited liability of the 
bank regarding data

• Independence of EAMs 
vis-à-vis the bank’s IT 
architecture

Proprietary Platform

Custodian Bank Data Architecture Strategy

Open Architecture



PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE: A

CLEARER UNDERSTANDING

The architecture usually consists of a three-tier

component supporting multiple web application

and report servers, in addition to database

clustering. It makes use of a client-server-based

model built on a central and message-oriented

middleware as well as distributed servers that can

be installed on multiple machines.

Trade 
Orders

Multiple flat files
(often inaccurate & of 

variable quality)

EAM’s PMS

• End-to-end 
trading

• Consolidated
Reporting EAM’s PMS

Open Data Architecture Closed Data Architecture

Bank’s
eBanking
platform

Data reconciliation and 
integration to PMS 

Structured data 
flow directly 

integrated to PMS

The technical architecture of PMS uses a variety of

databases, such as Microsoft SQL Server, Sybase,

Oracle, and operating systems, such as Microsoft,

Unix, Linux, while the connectivity with third-party

systems is ensured through different files formats

such as APIs, XML and CSV.

The third-party architecture of a typical integrated

PMS is built into different submodules, that include

the Front-, Middle- and Back-office functions. In

addition, it consists of a trade order management

module built with business intelligence solutions

and multiple levels communicating via a message

system.

Straight-Through Processing (STP) and FIX protocol

are commonly used on the Front-end to ensure

connectivity for order executions between PMS and

custodians’ systems.

Finally, two main categories of data flows exist

between the bank and external third-parties:

position flows and performance flows. Not all banks

have the capacity or willingness to diffuse these

two types of data flows, but optimally a PMS should

be plugged with these two flow types.
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All-in-fees package pricing

Low 10 bps

Average 13 bps

High 28 bps

Following the ending of banking secrecy having

strongly questioned the principle of "Swiss

Premium" and the growing competition from

foreign places such as Luxembourg, UK, Hong Kong

and Singapore, Switzerland is now falling in line

with European regulations.

Moving forward, EAMs will have to waive

retrocessions or, if not, have total transparency

towards their clients on the collected fees, adding

additional pressure on the EAM remuneration

model.

In the course of our research, we noted the

predominance of three pricing models negotiated

with custodian banks.

A “Brokerage" model in which invoicing is done

based on AuM fees as well as the addition of

brokerage fees and custody fees. However, we

observe that this pricing model is rarely used

nowadays.

A "Ticket Fees“ model in which invoicing is based

on AuM fees as well as the addition of a fee

charged per operation carried out by the EAM on

behalf of his/her client.

An “All-In-Fees” model marketed regardless of the

volume of operations.

Our research shows a trend towards "all-in-fees"

packages negotiated by EAMs with custodian banks

with a pricing averaging 13bps. This type of pricing

offers more convenience and visibility to EAMs to

which they later add their premium related to the

investment management mandate agreed with

their clients.

PRICING: THE END OF RETROCESSIONS AND DOMINATION OF ALL-IN-FEES 

PACKAGES 

All-in fees
AuM + Ticket 

fees

AuM + 

Brokerage

Option 1 : All-In-Fees 
regardless of volume 
of operations 
executed

Option 2 : All-In-Fees 
capped with a 
predetermined 
volume of 
operations per year. 
Once the threshold 
is reached the 
pricing is converted 
back to a ticket fees 
model

% of AuM
+

Execution fee 
charged for each 

operation

% of AuM
+

Brokerage and 
custody fees

It is important to specify that a certain number of

custodians have included conditions capping the

number of order executions included in an all-in

fees package in order to ensure profitability.

Beyond a certain threshold, the offer automatically

shifts towards a "ticket fees" formula. When the

situation occurred, we noted that in most cases

EAMs do not pass on the additional cost to the end

clients.

Our research also highlighted a strong willingness

on the part of banks to disengage from smaller

EAM structures and focus their activity on larger

structures (CHF 1 billion and above) in order to

minimize risk and maximize profitability.

As a best practice, some banks went to the extent

of implementing a pricing tool which allows the RM

to track their profitability and set a price they can

offer according to the client’s size and the traded

asset classes.

Pricing Models

All-in-fees package pricing

8
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EXCEPTIONS CRITERIA ON FEES

ATTRIBUTION

Although pricing tables exist, the AuM volume

brought by EAMs plays an important role in the

negotiation at play when EAMs onboard with a new

custodian. Based on our research, the common

minimum threshold to onboard an EAM is around

CHF 25 million of AuM while 1/5 of Swiss EAMs

manage approximately CHF 25-100 million in

assets.

While a minimum AuM amount for new account

openings matters, the structure and the business

model of the EAM entity also play an important

role. For instance, some custodians require EAMs

to have an internal compliance department in

order to be onboarded in addition to a minimum

AuM threshold. More institutionalized EAMs with a

structured organizational model will likely reassure

the banks and therefore have more negotiation

leverage.

We observed a shift in pricing models from a

traditional commission-based fee to a more

transparent and flexible pricing model including

client segmentation (performance-based,

transaction-based, hybrid). In addition, new

regulations (MiFID, FinSA, FinIA) also require a fee

disclosure to the clients (i.e. details, amount, bps)

and a breakdown of the fee (i.e. settlement and

transactions fees are not listed separately but

combined as a third-party fee).

In essence, fees negotiation should not only be

based on AuM volumes brought by EAMs but on

the specific needs of each EAM and their business

model.

MINIMUM PROFITABILITY

TRESHOLDS

Based on our research and interviews with

custodian banks and EAMs, we were able to

uncover a global vision of profitability thresholds

expected by custodians.

AuM volumes brought in by EAMs : There are no

universal thresholds regarding AuM. However, our

research suggests that, on average, custodians

require EAMs to bring in a minimum of CHF 50

million over an 18-month period after signing. If

this level is not met, custodians will most likely re-

evaluate the strategy and potentially end their

business relationships with the EAMs. Banks have

become very sensitive to risk especially when a

minimum level of profitability is not guaranteed.

Profitability level required by custodians : The

information gathered suggests a minimum income

of CHF 25’000 per year.

Management fees : Our insights confirm an interval

of CHF 6’000 to CHF 8’000 in fees to be generated

for each client account on a yearly basis for the

EAM to maintain a level of profitability.
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Much of the success and existence of EAMs in the

periphery of private banks over the years is due

to the proximity and flexibility they add to the

relationships as well as opposition of clients to

banks’ policies that overly favor the marketing of

in-house products. EAMs offer their clients

customized investment solutions tailored to their

profile while guaranteeing the independence

from banks.

A WIDE RANGE OF INVESTMENT

VEHICLES WITH A FOCUS ON

SUSTAINABLE FINANCE

EAMs are uniquely positioned to advise the clients

to identify the investment vehicle that best fits

their needs ranging from equities, fixed income,

structured products, multi-asset class, private

equity and funds.

New investment thematic centered on socially

responsible investments are also being developed

and pushed forward by custodian banks and EAMs.

Cryptocurrency offers are still relatively unexplored

and non-marketed by both custodian banks and

EAMs, as they are addressed to a specialized

clientele’s profile. Nevertheless, we observe that

banks are showing a certain interest and it is likely

that structured offers aimed at a wider public will

emerge in the years to come.

The question of socially responsible and sustainable

investments is very much in the forefront of the

banks' agenda given a global recognition of the

importance of integrating an environmental and

social dimension in addition to the financial aspect.

Thus, sustainable investments have increased by

more than 60% in one year and now represent one

third of all assets under management in

Switzerland.

A DIVERSITY OF PRODUCT OFFERING COMPARABLE TO THE ONE

MARKETED TO PRIVATE BANKS’ CLIENTS, WITH THE INDEPENDENCE AND

FLEXIBILITY AS ADDED VALUES
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Banks have been paying special attention to the

quality of their Advisory & Research offering, as

this service has become a real business

relationship development tool towards EAMs.

Most custodian banks offer three levels of service

in terms of access to Advisory & Research for

EAMs:

A light level of service part of the global offer

provided by custodian banks is not charged to

EAMs. This level of service grants access to a

classic package including access to the bank’s

research, investment ideas, stock picking and

comprehensive investment reports on all asset

classes, regions and currencies from the global

Advisory desk through a Relationship Manager or

an online portal.

A standard level of service granting direct access

to the Advisory Desk and its investment

specialists on different asset classes and

currencies. The Advisory team is available to

EAMs to further explore different trading ideas

and strategies, considering a holistic view of the

end client’s profile and his domiciliation. Some

banks have also developed an Islamic Banking

Advisory offering based on a range of

investments and products complying with the

principles of Islamic law. This offering for both

Islamic and non-Islamic investors is often

supervised by an independent Sharia Advisory

Board.

On another plan, a premium level where selected

EAMs, in return of an annual subscription, have

access to an Advisory Desk to which most banks

have appointed a CIO dedicated to the

development of the Advisory strategy for EAMs.

Some banks have gone to the extent of

delegating a CIO to the EAMs, operating directly

within the strategic committees of the structures

benefitting from this level of service.

The philosophy developed at this level of service

is above all based on collaboration where EAMs

are granted direct access to Trading Desks

(Equity, Forex, Structured Products, Trackers

(index funds), Derivatives) through Bloomberg

Chat, Instant Messaging, Emails and Calls.

EAMs also have access to best-in-class regulatory

consulting to ensure compliance with the types

of investments undertaken by end clients.

ADVISORY & RESEARCH | A MULTI-LEVEL OFFERING CENTERED AROUND A

MUTUALISATION OF INVESTMENT IDEAS BETWEEN CUSTODIANS AND

EAMs

Advisory Light 

(free)

Advisory 

Standard 

(free)

Advisory 

Premium 

(Paid offer)

• Either
digitalized,
providing self
service access
to Advisory
information, or

• Through RM
providing basic
Advisory
information to
EAMs

• Research,
investment
ideas, stock
picking as well
as market
updates. Access
to the Advisory
desk

• Dedicated
Advisory desk
for EAMs with
direct access to
trading desks
(Equity, Forex,
Structures
Products..)

• Dedicated CIO
(in certain cases
delegated and
operating
directly within
the investment
committees of
EAMs)

Summary of Advisory offers 



ADVISORY AND RESEARCH, A

PRIVILEGED CHANNEL BETWEEN

CUSTODIANS AND EAMs

In the course of our research on EAMs, we
identified two organizational models involving two
different ways of approaching the Advisory and
Research offer provided by the Custodians.

Structures with their own internal Advisory teams
and smaller structures relying mainly on the
research provided by the banks.

EAMs operating with their own in-house Advisory
team only occasionally seek advice from banks for
specific or complex investment thematic
(Structured Products, Funds, Socially Responsible
Investment…) and are willing to pay for the service.

On the other hand, entities without Advisory teams
are largely dependent on the content provided by
the banks’ Advisory teams, and they share
information to a greater extent depending on the
relationship with the bank on a daily basis.

However, we have observed that for a large
majority of instances, regardless of the size of the
structure, 70% of EAMs we have interviewed are
generally, apart from a few exceptions, not ready to
pay for this service.

EAMs see this offering as an integral part of the
global service offering and all agree on the
privileged nature of the relationship maintained
with the banks’ Advisory teams. This proximity is
often a favorable opportunity for the banks to
market their in-house funds and investments.

This channel is becoming an efficient business
prospecting tool for the banks, thus pleading in
favor of a service provided free of charge to EAMs.

However, during our research, we observed that
the Advisory offering between custodian banks
differs significantly, making the comparison
impossible regarding pricing.
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EXTERNAL ASSET MANAGERS

Throughout our research, we observed that all

EAMs agreed upon the fact that the main obstacles

they face in their relationships with custodian banks

are the complexity and length of the onboarding

process of a new client.

Most banks have undertaken major projects to

modernize and optimize this crucial stage of the

client journey. However, in practice, it still often

takes several weeks before an account is opened.

The COVID-19 situation has not favored an

improvement in service due to the degraded

organization of the operational teams for several

months in 2020 and the poor level of digitalization

in the value chain.

EAMs therefore have high expectations in terms of

minimizing the account opening delays as well as

simplifying the KYC process, which for some banks

is too complex and not in line with the profile of the

clients they interact with.

The topic of the quality and stability of data flows

sent by the banks also came up. EAMs have, for the

most part, invested in PMS platforms in order to

centralize all the data flows from their panel of

custodian banks. Only a minority of banks currently

allow EAMs to execute end-to-end trading from

their PMS platform. It is therefore essential for

banks to accelerate the process of opening up their

infrastructures to third-party solutions and to

undertake a thorough stabilization of data flows.

PAIN POINTS AND EXPECTATIONS

CUSTODIAN BANKS

On the custodian banks' side, problems have

emerged related to internal organization and the

instability of the teams where significant turnover

often prevails, leading to troubles with the

continuity of the relationship with the EAMs

(Onboarding, Relationship Managers, Advisory).

Issues related to the risks that certain EAMs’ clients

may incur were also highlighted. This issue is often

inherent to a lack of compliance knowledge from

some EAMs who are not properly organized yet.

A significant number of custodian banks are

increasingly disengaging with small structures

representing an excess of risk combined with a low

profitability. They have been concentrating their

activity as custodians with large structures that will

be able to adapt to increasingly stringent regulatory

requirements.

1

2

3

EAMs’ Top 3 Pain Points

1

2

3

Custodians’ Top 3 Pain Points

Client 
Onboarding 

Process
Data Flow 

Quality and 
Stability End-to-End 

Trading from 
PMS

Internal 
Teams 

Instability

EAM’s lack of 
Compliance 
Knowledge

Client Risk
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